Apples

Apples grow on a tree. It is called an appletree. We find appletrees in gardens and parks. Apples are red, yellow and sometimes green. Apples grow in summer. We pick them from the tree in late summer and in autumn. This is in august, september or october. Apples are juicy and sweet. Children like them, but not only children. Apples are good to eat. They are crunchy and healthy, too. We cut them into pieces, eat them or we make apple juice or apple pie.
und manchmal _______________________. Äpfel wachsen im _______________________. Wir pflücken sie im ________________________von den Bäumen. Das geschieht im August, September oder ________________________. Äpfel sind saftig und ________________________ . Kinder mögen sie, jedoch nicht ________________________ Kinder. Es ist gut, Äpfel zu ________________________. Sie sind knackig und auch ________________________. Wir schneiden sie in ________________________ essen sie oder machen ________________________ oder Apfelkuchen daraus.

2 Right or wrong?

Apples grow on a schoolyard.
right O wrong O we don't know O

Apples are green or red.
right O wrong O we don't know O

We pick them in spring.
right O wrong O we don't know O

They are healthy.
right O wrong O we don't know O

We drink them.
right O wrong O we don't know O

Dogs eat apples.
right O wrong O we don't know O

My teacher doesn't like them.
right O wrong O we don't know O

3 Song

One little, two little, three little apples,
four little, five little, six littles apples,
seven little, eight little, nine little apples,
ten little apples
on the tree.

(C) Hamsterkiste
4  Rhyme

Apples, apples, one, two, three
apples for you, apples for me.

Apples big, apples small,
Apple trees tiny, apple trees tall.

Apples sour, apples sweet.

Apples, apples are nice to eat.

5  Apples grow on a __________. They are red, yellow and sometimes
__________. We pick them in ____________. Apples are juicy and
_______________. Children _____________ apples. We cut them into pieces,
___________ them or we make apple ________ or apple _________.

6  How to make apple juice with lemon.

First you need 3 apples and ½ lemon.

- Wash the apples.
- Remove their cores.
- Cut the peel off the lemon.
- Slice apples and lemon to fit your juicer.
- Juice and enjoy.

7  New words and phrases:

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

(C) Hamsterkiste